is the major forum for the presentation of research in all aspects of automated deduction, from foundations and applications to implementations and practical experiences.
the existence of finite models or finite model representations. The complementary problem of automatically determining the absence of finite models, that is, finite unsatisfiability, is the focus of the first paper. Koen Claessen and Ann Lillieström introduce an approach for tackling finite unsatisfiability based on exploiting known mathematical techniques and turning them into a fully automatic tool, called Infinox. The realisation involves non-trivial analysis of the given problem and clever search for entities which satisfy properties that imply the domain of any interpretation must be infinite (if one exists). To make the tool practically feasible various techniques and heuristics are developed to restrict the complexity and the search. The implementation involves calls to a finite model finder (namely Paradox) and a firstorder theorem prover (namely E). The results of extensive experiments on the TPTP problem library demonstrate finite unsatisfiability is a promising new direction of research in automated deduction.
The next paper integrates inductive theorem provers with term rewriting termination tools. Carsten Fuhs, Jürgen Giesl, Michael Parting, Peter Schneider-Kamp and Stephan Swiderski present a new technique in the dependency pair framework for automatically proving termination of term rewriting systems. The approach can handle systems where termination depends partially on inductive arguments. It has been implemented in the AProVE tool coupled with the inductive prover ACL2 and the own inductive prover of AProVE. The test results are very positive showing that 16 out of 19 previously unsolved term rewriting systems, extracted from the international corpus TPDB of termination problems, are now proved automatically.
SMT solvers provide efficient tools for integrated propositional reasoning and reasoning modulo domain-specific theories such as linear arithmetic and the theory of arrays, while provers based on resolution and superposition are strong at reasoning on first-order problems including equalities. Maria Paola Bonacina, Christopher A. Lynch and Leonardo de Moura develop a new DPLL(T)-style calculus where SMT solving is combined with generic inference systems based on superposition and resolution. Theories can be built-in theories, that are handled by special purpose theory reasoners, or axiomatised theories given by general clauses, that are handled by the generic first-order system. Additionally it is possible to perform speculative inferences based on specified conjectures. It is shown that the calculus is refutationally complete if background theory symbols only occur in ground clauses of the axiomatised theory, and the non-ground clauses are variable inactive. The approach provides decision procedures for a number of theories that axiomatise type systems in software verification for which speculative inferences are crucial.
The final paper is about the combination of superposition-based theorem proving and instance based methods. Peter Baumgartner and Uwe Waldmann present a calculus, called ME+Sup, combining the ordered superposition calculus and the model evolution calculus for first-order logic with equality. As a first-order generalisation of the DPLL approach, the model evolution calculus is well-suited for model building, whereas the superposition calculus with sophisticated inference control mechanisms and a general notion of redundancy is well-suited for efficient equality reasoning. The ME+Sup calculus combines these features into a powerful, integrated framework. It is shown to be both statically and dynamically sound and refutationally complete.
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